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Abstract 

Theoretical research on the influence of the electric field 

on the toroidal uagnetic confinement is surveyed. The static 

electric field is first described. Physics pictures on the 

generation of the radial electric field and the influence on the 

confineaent are shown. Neoclassical effects as well as the non-

classical processes are discussed. Baphasis is aade on the 

connection with the inproved confinenent. Convective cell, i.e. 

the nonunifora potential on the aagnetic surface is also 

discussed. The roles of the fluctuating electric field are then 

reviewed. The progress in the recent theories on the anoaalous 

transport is addressed. Through these surveys, the iipact of 

the experiaents using the heavy ion beaa probes on the aodern 

plasaa physics is illustrated. 
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|l. Introduction 

Toroidal plasma confinement is the research to confine the 

high temperature plasma in toroidal magnetic confinement. The 

studies on the toroidal plasma equilibrium and magnetohydro-

dynanic (UHD) stability have been the main subject in this field 

of plasma physics. It has been well known, however, froi the 

beginning of the experimental research in the plasma confinenent, 

that the plasma loss process is much faster than the expectation 

which is based on the binary collision of charged particles. 

This has been known as the anomalous transportCI I. The majority 

of the modern plasma physics related with the fusion research has 

aimed the resolution of the anomalous transport processes. In 

understand!ng the plasma loss processes, the electric field is 

considered to have the key role for the plasma confinement. 

The electric field can influence the confinement in two 

ways. first, the static structure of it takes an important part 

of the concept of the confinement. The intrinsic importance of 

the electric field on the plasma confinement through ExB rotation 

[2] was discussed much in the bumpy torus configurations [3]. In 

this configuration, the ExB drift has the essential role for the 

plasna confinement. The progress in the research has revealed 

that the electric field has important roles in ctel larators[4-6 ] 

as well; very recently, it is recognized that the radial electric 

field plays essential roles even in tokanaks[7- 93. This finding 

has urged the recent flourishing in studies on the electric field 

in toroidal devices. 
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The second aspect of the influence of the electric field is 

the fluctuations!;], 10-12]. The electric fluctuations has long 

been the candidate of the origin of the anonalous transport. 

Theories have discussed lot of instabilities and associated fluc

tuations, trying to identify the cause of the cross field trans

port. The recent progress in experinental observation has 

enabled the direct conparison between fluctuations and transport 

[13]. thus providing the confirnation that the electric field 

fluctuation plays essential role on the anonalous transport. The 

•ethod of the heavy ion bean probes has shown the inevitable 

contribution in the research on these two aspects of the plasna 

confinenent[14]. 

In this article, we review the theoretical studies on the 

static electric field structure and the fluctuating electric 

field in toroidal plasnas, naking the enphasis on the recent 

progresses. We try to illustrate the generic nature of toroidal 

plasnas by choosing the topics from studies on tokanaks and 

stel larators. Through these reviews, we intend to clearly show 

how the neasurenent on the various aspects of the electric field 

has the essential inportance in the nodern plasna physics as well 

as in the fusion research. For this purpose, the exanple in this 

article nay be U n i t e d , and the references are not exhaustive. 

Though the parallel electric field (the electric field which is 

parallel to the nain nagnetic field) has inportant influences on 

the confinenent [15,16]. it is out of the scope of this survey. 

Other inportant onission is the influence on the behaviors of 

the inpurities. 
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12. Static Structure of the Electric Field 

In this section, we consider the structure of the global 
electric field. The theoretical lodel to describe the generation 
of the radial electric field is first surveyed. The iipact on 
the confineuent is next explained in connection with the iaproved 
confinenent such as the H-node and the peaked density profile. 
The dynauic response is also discussed. Brief consent is iade on 
the variation of the potential on the nagnetic surface. 

fg.n Generation of the Global Electric Field 

The radial electric field solution in the steady state is 
evaluated by the anbipolarity equation 

(1) 

where r is the radial particle flux and suffix e and i denote 
electrons and ions, respectively. Taking into account 
nonclassical terns, we write 1^ and VQ as 

r _ r NCCs). r NCCas), r orbit + r. . r. . r / 9% ri ri + M + li + I f c x + M c x + li,a' <-*' 

r „ r NCCs). r NCCas). r C3) 
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These equations consist of the neoclassical fluxes (denoted by 

the superscript of N O , the direct ion orbit loss flux ( r i ° r b i t ) , 

the charge exchange contributions of fast ions ( r f c j [ ) and bulk 

ions ( r i c x ) , and that driven by the anomalous transport C r a ) . The 

orbit loss and ex loss of electrons are not taken into account, 

because the electron nass is nuch snaller than that of ions. 

The neoclassical contribution is given as the sun of the 

flux Tj 's-', associated with the passing and toroidally trapped 

particles, and i v N C ' a s ) related to the ripple trapped particles, 

as is reviewed in Ref.[4]. 

The explicit forn of the ion orbit loss is discussed in 

literatures. It follows, for tokaoaks, that[7,17] 

i 0 r b i t =• Ppnii/je-^expt-SX 2) (4) 

where yj is the ion collision frequency, e=a/R, S indicates the 

effect of orbit squeezing due to the inhomogeneity of E r [ 1 8 ] , and 

X»eE rP /T. (X is equal to the poloidal llach nutber V p B / v T i B if 

VV»t-> 
In the case that the direct loss of fast ions has the 

largest contribution, such as the case of stellarators, we have a 

siaple expression as[19] 

r . o r b i t ( r ) „ [p(r)-P(r,)]/4n 2rRl b (5) 

where PCr) is the input power crossing through the linor radius 

r, Ij, denotes the bean energy, and r, is the radius representing 



the loss boundary. The dependence of the radius r # on the radial 

electric field, r t [ E r ] , was discussed and the expression is given 

in Ref. [20]. 

The fast particle flux is also generated by the charge 

exchange loss. The charge exchange process conserves a local 

charge, but takes away the momentum. This loss of Donentun 

causes the drift flux in the radial direction. Simplifying that 

the fast particle velocity is characterized by the toroidal one, 

v*. we have 

r f c x - < « f n f n 0 / e B p ) « i c x < r > v f , « > 

where Uf is the fast ion mass, n^Cr) is the fast ion density, 

and ng(r) is the neutral particle density. 

The charge exchange of bulk ions with neutrals can cause the 

radial electric field [21]. In tokanaks, the toroidal force 

balance is used [22]. because the bulk ion viscosity directs in 

the poloidal direction [23]. The flux is given as 

ri.cx = <<lR/ZerB)n iii iU +n 0<<J c xv>, C7) 

where the toroidal rotation is given by 

U^ • = ( q T i R / Z e r B ) [ n i ' / n i U + c i ? i ) - Z e E r / T i ] + qRU p/r. (8) 

where V -dlnT/dlnn, and Cj is a nuneric. 

In helical systeis, the toroidal rotation daips off due to 
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the large helical ripple and the poloidal flow renains[23]. The 

Bain ions are rotating lainly in the poloidal direction. The 

induced radial flux by this poloidal force is 

r i c x = ( M n i n 0 T i / e 2 B 2 ) < < s c x > C Z e E r / T i - ( i + 7 i ( M i l / H i 2 ) ) n i
, / n i ] (9) 

where 11 is the ion aass, and |>-. and Mjo a r e neoclassical 

viscosity coefficient. 

The radial electric field solution in the steady state is 

evaluated by the ambipolarity equation CI). Through the 

dependences of r on E r , the aubipolarity equation, E q . O ) . is a 

nonlinear algebraic equation with respect to the radial electric 

field. Equation (1) can have nultiple solutions on each 

•agnetic surface, which is discussed in 52.2. He look for the 

solution which is continuous and satisfies the condition 

E r C r ) f 0 as r •+ 0. C1 0> 

Lot of work have been done on the analysis of Bqs(l)-(lQ). 

An exanple of the solutions is shown in Pig.I for the case of 

stellarators. Eq.(l) is solved with the experinentally obtained 

plasia profiles in CUS [243. Figure 1(a) illustrates the 

prediction of the radial electric field. The dotted line 

indicates the neoclassical estimates. The correction by the 

direct orbit loss of ions are taken into account for the solid 

line. The dashed line indicates the result where the ex loss 

effect is added. Figure 1(a) shows that the fast ion losses, 
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which are caused by the loss cone and ex with neutrals, are 

always positive and make the electric field nore negative. 

The boundary of the loss cone is also determined 

selfconsistently by solving Eqs.(1 )-(10). Figure K b ) shows the 

loss cone boundary in the low field side. The solid line 

indicates the self-consistent solution, while the dashed line is 

the result in which the parabolic approximation is made. It is 

noted that the influence of the orbit loss on E- appears only in 

the region r > 0.8a, although the loss cone boundary is given by 

r > r, and r,=*0.3a. 

(2.2) Influence on the Confinenent. 

Recently various improved nodes have been found. In the H-

mode plasmas [25,26],the steep gradient is established only near 

the edge. Other improved modes are characterized by peaked 

density/ion temperature profiles[27,28 ]. We present a nodel of 

improved confinement based on the influence of the radial 

electric field on the core confinenent. 

Model of Inward Pinch and Peaked Profile Modes 

The inward particle pinch has been one of the mysteries in 

the toroidal confinement. The neoclassical theory has shown that 

the neoclassical viscosity can induce the particle flux in the 

presence of the toroidal electric field. This is known as the 

Ware pinchC15 3. Experiments reported that this neoclassical 
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theory explains some of the observations. However, the inward 

pinch of particles in experiments has shown much varieties, and 

cannot be fully explained by the Ware pinch: The impressive 

example is found in the case of the peaked density profile in the 

improved confinement such as the improved Ohfflic confinement 

(IOC). Be here explain theoretical studies to understand this 

phenomena, where the role of electric field is predicted to be 

essential [29]. 

Density continuity and charge conservation in the presence 

of the diffusion determine the structure of E p ( r ) and density 

profile n(r). To obtain E r C r ) in the presence of the diffusion, 

the electron and ion fluxes are assumed to be anomalous due to 

drift-type microturbulence of frequency, &>, and poloidal wave 

number, m. Applying quasilinear theory. I*a is given in 

Refs. [30, 31 ]. The ion flux includes an anomalous viscosity flow, 

r ^ v = (qR/ZerB)n in iVMi VU +. C M ) 

(n^: viscosity)[32]. The continuity equation V - r e ^ t o t = S e ^ 

closes the basic equations. The bipolar contribution of the 

neoclassical flux and direct orbit loss are neglected here, which 

are important for the phenomena near the edge and are discussed 

in the next subsection. 

The particle sources, S g ^, and r^ c x , are localized near 

the edge and S Q - S^ (S*nQn e<d^v>; where <« iv> is the ionization 

rate). The normalized electric filed, B C H a 2 e B r / r T ^ 1 , and its 

shear part {EJ(sB-const) are used. Simplifications are 
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introduced as V*Q with T e - Tj and U_-»0. D, (*•_ and q are set to be 

numeric. In the core, inhere nj^O. r G | t o t - 0 gives the relation 

2 U n n ) ' • |£)t Cj in y ( = r 2 / a 2 ) coordinate. C|(~<u>/»>, <tur/«> is 

spectrum averaged phase velocity,) is assumed to be constant, 

which is determined by boundary conditions. For the boundary 

condition at r-a, (dn/dr).,. - n/A„. Eq.(l) gives 

(E) K -
2D„ -c,) 

I p C / i y ^ r ^ a 2 ) 

InC/u./u,,) 
C12) 

in the U n i t of A<<a (A: penetration length of neutrals) where 

<S> - Xn en 0<<i iv>dy/n ey, where u,,- ( 1 / Z + 1 ) q 2 R 2 P i / a 4 , u a = 

Cl+Z)D^/p: 2 and p^ is the ion gyroradius. 

Figure 2 shows the density profile n(r) for various values 

of v / u a and a fixed line averaged density. The profile of E r is 

dictated by the parameter u lua. which indicates the diffusion 

Prandtl number[33]. The more viscous plasma has the more peaked 

profile. Viscous frictional force to the toroidal rota''on and 

the poloidal magnetic field causes the FxB drift of ions. Only 

if the rotation flow is counter to the current direction the 

inward drift occurs. The reduction of the edge neutrals leads to 

the peaked profile. The peaked profile can be thus sustained 

without particle source at the core. associated with the density 

peaking, the rotation profile also peaks. The SOC/IOC 

transition^?] is attributed to this oectianisii[29]. 

PhvRics Picture nf H-Mnde 
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One of the lost draaatic findings in recent plasaa confine-

•ent experiients was the H-aode[25,26]. It has shown the generic 

nature of the edge plasna. i.e., that the nultiple states are 

allowed for given external conditions, that typical gradient 

lengths can be disconnected fron the ainor radius, and that the 

transition has a rapid tiie scale. A possible aechanisa of the 

oultiple state of confineient was proposed by taxing into account 

the effect of the radial electric field. The field can be aulti 

valued by the loss cone[7]. The basic physics picture is as 

follows. The gradient-flux relation should be Dulti-valued to ex

plain the sequence of the transition; this relation should have 

the fori, which is scheaatically drawn in Fig.3. This aulti-

valued fori is possible at edge Cnot characterized by the 

separatrix). 

The stationary solution is obtained by solving Eq.Cl). 

Figure 4(a) illustrates the case study that the bipolar part of 

the anoialous flux, 

(13) 

The juip of r is predicted, by balancing the ion orbit loss 

r.orbit w i i h r a e - r a i in Eq.(l), at the critical gradient 

A • p pn'/n - * c, and A c ^ 0(1) (14) 

as is shown in Fig.4(b). This exaaple shows that the singularity 
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of the transport property r[Vn] can be explained by using a 

continuous function of r[E rJ. An extension of the model is 

possible by considering the bulk viscosity contribution in 

r i * l c [ 1 7 ] . The bulk viscosity generates the force on ions in the 

poloidal direction as 

C15) 

and 

r.HCCs) . F p / e (16) 

The function :CX) is unity for JX |<< 1 and behaves like e x p ( - v 2 ) 

(plateau regime) or X"' (Pf irsch-Schluter r e g i m e H ] 7, 23], Figure 

4(c) illustrates the balance of r j ° r b U • - r j N C ( s ) . c o n f i n i n g 

that the bifurcation can occur at a particular value of the edge 

gradient, * c •*. 0(1). A variety of bifurcations is predicted. 

When the electron term r e is negligible, the transition occurs 

for a more negative E f , and that for a more positive B r takes 

place if r e is important. This latter case occurs in the case 

of energetic electrons (such as the lower hybrid wave heating), 

in which r e
N C C a s ) is effective [34], 

The proposal of an electric bifurcation[7] was tested by 

experiments. D-III D[8] and JFT-.2HC9] confirmed the existence 

of a radial electric field. The transition can be excited by a 

radial current driven by the probe and by an external 

circuit[85]. The layer width is of the order of P p [ 9 ] , (Tley do 
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not coincide. The relation between then is discussed in the next 
subsection. ) The nonlinear response of F p to X is confirned by 
the biasing experinent[36]. Influence of the energetic electrons 
has also been seen on JT-60 [37]. 

(2.a) Dynamics in the Transition 

The dynamics associated with the transition must be studied 
in order to perforn the conplete cooparison with expericents. To 
tiuantify the node], it is necessary to study the nature of the 
viscosity tern in the basic equation. Re write the Poisson 
equation conbined with the equation of notion as 

e 0e_dE r/at = e(r e - 1^) (17) 

where £ a is the perpendicular dielectric constant. RHS of 
Eq.(l7) vanishes in assuiing that the stress tensor II to be the 
diagonal. 

Various types of edge localised modes (ELUs) are known in 
experinents[38]. Sone is correlated with the critical gradient 
of edge pressure against the ballooning oode[39], and sone is 
not. The bifurcation theory provides a nodel for snail and 
continuous ELMstAQ]. Hysteresis between Vn and r can generate an 
oscillation C'liait cycle solution'). The dynanical equation 
C17) is solved together with the continuity equation and the 
•odel equation PCX.Vn]. A nodel equation can be foriulated in 
the fori of the Ginzburg-Landau equation as [40] 
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an/at - (a/ax)D(X)an/ax, ( 1 8 - 1 ) 

o a x / a t « - N ( X , A, n ) + j » a 2 X / a x 2 C18-2) 

where D is an effective diffusivity, x=a-r, u is a suallness 

parameter of the order of 0 ^ / > _ ) , n is the shear viscosity, and 

U represents the current e [ r i
o r b l t + r i

N C ( s 5 - r e ] which contains the 

nonlinearity and depends on both E f and Vn. Introduction of the 

shear viscosity allows us to study the radial structure of the 

p/Dg-»ji, t/(p„ /Dn)-*t, and Dn being the diffusivity in L-phase. ) 

A sinplified model was studied where NCX,A,n) is given 

NCX.g) (gsA/yj) and NCX,g) is modelled by the cubic equation as 

in Fig.5(a). It is shown that the set of equations (18) predicts 

the self-sustaining oscillation for a fixed value of the flux 

from the core plasma. This oscillation is possible in a limited 

area of the parameter space. Otherwise, either the high-con

finement state (H) or low confinement state (I) is allowed. 

Figure 5(b) and (c) illustrate the oscillatory solution of the 

out-flux, and the radial profile of the effective diffusivity in 

H and L phases. In the phase of good confinement, the reduction 

of D extends fron the surface to the layer, the characteristic 

width of which is given by /n/Dp p. 

The result of the layer width illustrates the importance of 

the viscosity on the radial electric field structure. It is also 

noted that the layer width is not necessarily equals to the 

[5 



poloidal gyroradius, as is shown in Fig.I. 

(9,4) Convective Cell 

The electric potential is not necessarily constant on the 

aagnetic surface: In this case, the poloidal electric field is 

generated and the ExB convection causes the plasna flux across 

the nagnetic surfaces. This phenomena is known as the convective 

cell. Since the potential inhonogeneity oust be sustained 

against the parallel conduction of electrons, this phenouena is 

characteristic to the cold plasna and to the strongly-localized 

heating/cooling. Hence they are commonly observed near the 

plasma edge. As is discussed in $2.2, the edge plasma has 

strong influence on the core confinement, and this phenonena also 

needs careful studies. 

Global instabilities such as MARFE[38] and detachment are 

known. The energy loss by the line radiation by light impurities 

increases as the electron temperature decreases. Thus the 

radiation loss can cause the thermal instability. The radiation 

loss is modelled as Sg = - n e n j L ( T e ) , where nj is the impurity 

density. Models on L C T e } and the dynamic response of nj with 

respect to the perturbation are necessary to quantify the growth 

rate. The latter is usually denoted by the parameter £=-

Cir e/n e-HTj/nj)(T/T). Asynnetric thermal instability (i = l/n = 0. 

i.e., MARPE) can grow if[41] 

n r[8L/aT + H / T ] > [X. / ( a - r b ) 2 + x. / q 2 R 2 } . (!9-l) 
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and 

tn TL/T > x „ / q 2 R z , (19-2) 

hold, where [r b, a] is the range of the analysis, where al/aT is 

negative and large. The inhonogeneity of the temperature along 

the field line, T, is associated with the thermal electric field. 

The region of the strong radiation of MARFE is negatively 

charged. 

If the condition Eq.(19-2) does not hold, the poloidally sym

metric mode (i.e., detachment) starts to grow. This picture is 

often referred to as an origin of the "density U n i t " . The 

lighter impurities (for which 3L/3T<0 for the lower plasma 

temperature) leads to a UARFE, while the heavier one to 

detachment (and then to disruption): These predictions are 

consistent with experiments. 
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13. Fluctuation and Anoialous Transport 

The other and important aspect of the influence of the 

electric field on nagnetic confineient is the fluctuation-driven 

transport. In this section, we survey some of recent progresses 

in the analysis of the transport process by the electric 

fluctuations. 

f3.l) Electric Fluctuation and Anomalous Transport 

The physics picture of the fluctuation-driven transport has 

been reviewed in literatures Csee for instance Ref.[1,10]). The 

local coordinates is taken as in Pig.6 for the inhonogeneous 

plasiia. In the presence of the electric field in the y-direction 

CVnxB direction), the plasua is subject to the ExB notion in the 

x-direction (i.e., density gradient). The step size of the 

excursion is given as 6=E y/uB Cu being the oscillation frequency). 

Ihen the fluctuation is generated and decays with the 

characteristic tiie of r c-l/T, the randoi walk with the step size 

of 6 causes the diffusion of the order of D-T6 2. The level of 

the fluctuation is also estiisated. The fluctuations can grow 

until the local gradient shows the flattening. This leads to the 

estiiate of ff/n •>, e»VT •v l /k xL n, where the synhol ~ indicates the 

fluctuation cosponent and L n is the density gradient scale 

length. Except a nuaerical coefficient of the order of unity, D 

is expressed as[ 1 ] 
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D =. r/ k x
 2. (20) 

This expression is called the mixing length estimate of the 

turbulent transport. More derailed nonlinear treatment has 

confirmed, at least qualitatively, these physics considerations 

[42,43]. 

As is shown in the following, the decorrelation rate T and 

typical scale length 1 A X are dependent on the plasma parameters. 

This explains one characteristic point of the plasma transport, 

that the plasma structure itself influences the transport 

coefficients. 

The other feature of the plasma is the interference between 

the fluxes of the mass, momentum and heat. The magnetic 

confinement plasmas are usually sustained by the energy source 

near the axis. The injection of the energy (such as OH, NBI or 

RF heating) leads to the peaked density profile or generates the 

plasma rotation. (The example of the analysis is shown in $2.) 

The relation between the fluxes and thermal forces are given, 

using the transport matrix U, as [32,44] 

f *la 

«o e V T e « » 
1 -V/TJ 

and 

1 B/T a 
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-2V.'/v Ti (22) 

V Ti '/T H 

the current, velocity and electric field in the toroidal 

direction, respectively, P ^ is the radial flux of the toroidal 

momentum, " denotes the derivative with respect to the minor 

radius r, vj is the thermal velocity, and the thernodynaoical 

force X• is defined as 

M (23) 

In this expression, e+=e for ions and -e for electrons. 

These relations between fluxes and gradients govern the 

nixing in the transport processes. The impact on the density 

profile is discussed in S2. That for the heat transport is also 

derived. If one studies the confinement near the core, the 

energy transport is often dominated by the conduction. The 

density gradient (and velocity gradient as well) is sustained not 

by the particle source but by the off diagonal term in Eqs.(21) 

and (22). In such a case, the limit of r^O is used to yield[32] 

«i " - [ U 3 3 • «18 / y M ] T i ' / T i - < 2 4 ) 

The ratio between the heat flux and the temperature gradient is 
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often referred to as the effective thermal conductivity. This 
result indicates that the effective therial conductivity is not 
the 33 conponent of the transport matrix but is influenced by the 
off-diagonal elenents. [Owing to the Shwartz inequality the t e n 
in the brackets [] in Eq,(24) is positive definite. However, the 
absolute value can be smaller than H33. ] 

Application of the theories to hot plasmas has been done 
focusing on the drift waves. The tokanak configuration has the 
averaged magnetic well. However, for the particles which are 
trapped in the bad curvature region due to the toroidal field 
inhomogeneity, the time-averaged curvature is unfavorable. 
The diamagnetic drift direction of the trapped particles 
coincides with that of the curvature drift, and the trapped 
particles can destabilize the drift waves. The typical level of 
the growth rale is calculated to give the transport coefficient 

r p i T e 
D =• C — (25) 

/ R L n eB 

where C is a numerical coefficient of the order of unity. Recent 
transport theories based on the drift wave is given, for 
instance, in [43 j. 

L mode confinement has been observed in all tokamaks, where 
the energy confinement time decre-ases as the plasma temperature 
Cor the heating power) is increased [45,46]. Uicroscopic fluctu
ations have been confirmed to play an important role in anomalous 
transport[13]. The outcome of the theories on the low frequency 
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fluctuations is compared to the experimental results. The 

characteristics of the L m o d e confinement is the power degra

dation of rg. This phenomena may be modelled by the relation x -v 

T' /aB , which has been derived for drift wave theories, 

Eq.(25). However, this form of x contradicts to the radial form 

of x, i.e., x increases towards the edge in experiments, where 

the temperature is low. These facts require the basic recon

sideration on the theory of the anomalous transport based on the 

microscopic fluctuations. 

Ohkawa"s model, x^fi 2v^/qR (6 is the collisionless skin 

depth, R the major radius, q the safety factor and v^ the Alfven 

velocity), is one of the few models explaining that x is large at 

high temperature and becomes larger towards the edge, as w e l l [ 4 7 ] ; 

it could not, however, fully explain the dependences of rg. The 

very recent progress, which may resolve these difficulties, is 

discussed in the next subsection. 

f3 2) Model of Turhiilenne 

Se here explain the recent progress on the theory of the 

self-sustaining turbulence. The importance of the self-

sustaining turbulence has been recognized[45-47], and the 

analysis on the pressure-gradient driven turbulence has recently 

shown a break through. The plasma transport process, in one 

hand, enhances the mode growth through the current diffusivity 

(i.e., the electron viscosity), while at the saie time stabilize 

the node through the thermal conductivity and ion viscosity. The 
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node growth leads to the enhancement of the transport coeffi

cients. The self-sustained state is determined by the balance 

between the node amplitude and transport coefficients. In the 

following, wo describe the recent achievement in the theoretical 

clarification on the self-sustained turbulence and anomalous 

transport [50]. 

We analyse the circular tokamak and use the reduced set of 

equations and keep the current diffusivity term in Ohm's law. 

xB = J/(5-V2Aj, (26) 

where 6 is the conductivity and A is the current diffusivity 

[51]. The ballooning transformation is applied, and it is found 

that the current diffusivity, not the resistivity is the main 

mechanism to destabilize the pressure driven instabilities which 

are relevant for the anomalous transport process. The growth 

rate of the short wave-length mode, driven by the X term, is 

[Notat ions are: given analytically by r =. X1/5Cnq)4/5o3/5s"2/5. 

r is the growth rate, a=q*&' /a, £=a/R, s=rq'/q. 8 is the pressure 

divided by the magnetic pressure, and ' denotes the derivative 

with respect to r/a. IBe use the normalizations: r/a-»r. t/r^p-»t, 

xtAp/az->l, /irAp/a2-*n, tAp/nQ<nz-*i/6, xrAp/nQaUx, rAp'Kq/vA. 

by the fluctuations, and the expressions are discussed in 

Ref.[10.30.42]. 

If the transport coefficients increase substantially, the 

stabilizing effects of t and A overcoee the destabilizing effect 
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of X. The stability boundary is derived . 

a 3 / 2 a - f ( s ) / A t 3 / 2 (27) 

where f(s)=*/6s or 1.7 (s-»0). This state is thernodynanically 

stable: the excess growth of the node and enhanced transport 

coefficients lead to node damping. When the sode anplitude and 

the transport coefficients are below Eq.(27), the node continues 

growing. 

From Eq 1. (27) we express t in terms of the Prandtl nunbers 

* / t and X/t (note that X is proporti ona 1 to thi 3 electron viscosi-

ty i in the pi asma fra«e[51]) as t * a 3 / 2 U/i)/t7fl/f(s). The ratios 

x/t and A/i are given to be constant. ' ffe have X/t-e,2/; i 2 and A/t 

=. l for elec :t ros t atic perturbationst32] The ; formula for * is 

fi nally obtai ned in an explicit foriD as 

I = f ( s ) " 1 q 2 ( R 3 ' / r ) 3 / 2 6 2 v A / R . (28) 

The typical perpendicular wave-number of the most unstable mode 

satisfies k 6 =* I / / a . The typical correlation tine of the node 

is estimated to be zc=\/r, T*/a/6s(v A/qR). 

This forn of I is consistent with the experimental results 

known for the L-mode. For instance, the point model argument of 

the energy balance, r E = a 2 / x and 2rra 2Kn eT-r^P, provides the 

scaling law 

r E - C a 0 - 4 i ? l 2 J p
0 - 8 p - 0 - 8 A 0 - 5 f 0 " ( n c 4 p / / S J 0 - 8 . (29) 
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length CnT)/|V(nT)|. This result is consistent with the L-node 

scaling law, including the dependences on a, R, I p, P, A (ion 

mass nunber) and internal inductance[52J. Detailed coiparison is 

given in Ref. 150 ]• and the future study in application of the 

data-analysis is required. 

It is noted that the typical wavelength and correlation 

times of the siode are calculated. k xPj * s o f ^he o r d e r °f &• 1 o r 

less (pj is the ion gyroradius.) It should be noted that, though 

the dimensional relation k « [B]/[/T] holds, k^ does not scale 

with the local gyroradius. The col 1isionless skin depth would be 

a Dore relevant length. The typical tiie-scale T „ depends on the 

average temperature, not explicitly on n_ and B. 

(3.3) Influence of Radial Electric Field on Fluctuations 

The important role of radial electric is described in §2.3 

in connection with the improved confineaent of the H-node. 

Theories have also predicted that the inhomogeneous radial 

electric reduces fluctuations in the H-node [7,17], and the 

explanation of the reduced fluctuations after the transition has 

been studied. The theory on the.reduction of the low frequency 

fluctuations [22.53*56] has been either the linear theory, or the 

nonlinear theory of the fluid turbulence. We here briefly 

describe the recent theories on the radial electric field effect 
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on microscopic fluctuations. 
The effect of the inhonogeneous radial electric field on 

kinetic interactions has been discussed by Timofeev [57], and it 
has been found that the Landau resonance can be caused by the 
inhomogeneous ExB drift notion. This model has been applied to 
the stability of Bumpy torus and mirrors and has succeeded in 
explaining the effect of the radial electric field on the lo» 
frequency instabilities [58-60]. These theoretical predictions 
have been confirmed by the experimental observations[61]. 

lie explain the E r inhomogenei ty effect by taking the example 
of the linear stability. In the linear theory, the growth rate T 
can be approximately given as 

T 0 " 'LD (30) 

in the case of T<<w r, where TQ is the drive by electrons, T^n 
is the Landau damping by ions and o>r is the real frequency. The 
Landau damping term may be written as [60] 

•LD 
/S72U+W ^Aa

2 . . o,r 2 
r exp • 

( l + T i / T e - A „ ) 3 |R,v T i| l l R v T i
J 

( 3 1 ) 

w i th u r = i u , [ A 0 / ( l t T i / T e - A 0 ) + o 1 ] and 

( 3 2 ) 

where AQ • l Q ( b ) e " b w i t h b" k?i>?. Here a g j a r e d e f i n e d as 
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o 0 = -A n' :(e/T i)CdE r/di) and a\ s(eE r/T; )(n/n' ), respectively. 

Parameter o, indicates the Doppler shift, and ctr. causes the 

important modification of the effective parallel wave number. 

The stability boundary is estimated by balancing the growth 

by electrons and ion damping. For T e ^ T j , 

exp( Ai/a0

2) > -
2-A 0 .inn' |a 0| /2lf «., 

C32) 

» 0 ' u " i " e ' " 0 ; 

(Eigen value A nn'/n is determined by the nonlocal calculation.) 

Generally, we obtain two roots for [oc| from Eq.(32). The drift 

instability can be suppressed in the regions of \OCQ \>ac 

ac =• A[ln(/2na>,/T 0)] 1/2 (33) 

The gradient influences the mode amplitude in a similar 

ways. Nonlinear theories on the fluid turbulence have suggested a 

simple and useful criterion, which is given that stabilization is 

expected if [62,63] 

| E r ' k e / B k r | * r L (34) 

the logarithm in Eq.(33) has only weak dependence, Eqs.(33) and 

(34) give similar results. Recent progress has shown that the 

curvature of E r has more strong influence on the stability and 
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saturation level, and an intensive study is underway[53,641. 
The anoialous transport can be reduced in two ways. The 

anomalous transport coefficient D by drift wave instabilities has 
been estimated as D = FTk , where the form factor F is a nuneri-
cal coefficient of order of unity[62,63]. The reduction of the 
growth rate by the enhanced Landau danping decreases the anona-
lous transport. Nonlinear studies has evaluated F, and F is 
reduced by the inhonogeneous radial electric field. One may 
write as D = D 0 ( F / F 0 ) ( T k ~ 2 ) / ( T k ^ 2 ) 0 . where the suffix 0 denotes 
the value in the absence of the radial electric field inhonoge-
neity. The dominant contribution in F / F Q is discussed in [56,62] 
and is obtained as F/FQ=*1 / {1 + ( 2 e & x 0 / k y

2 A n
2 T D ) 2 >. Combining the 

a Q dependence of the linear growth rate, we have an approximate 
formula of D / D n as 

1- -- exp - -~r — ~ 
"0 a 0 / K y 

(35) 

The terms in round bracket come from the linear contribution. The 
effect of the parameter « Q on the linear growth rate causes a 
sharp reduction of the transport coefficient when the parameter 
O Q approaches to a c, the critical value for the stabilization. 

It is also discussed that the microscopic fluctuation can 
generates the shear flow. The quasi!inear contribution of the 
fluctuations on the radial electric field is discussed in $2.2. 
The other non-linear processes, such as the inverse cascade of 
the fluctuations, can also generate the shear flow[64'66]. 
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§4. Suaaar; 

In this article, we surveyed the on-going theoretical 

researches on the plasma confinenent, illustrating the roles of 

the electric fields on the toroidal plasma confinement. The 

effect on the confinement can be generated either by the 

static electric field itself, through the introduction of the new 

thertuodynamical force, or by the fluctuations. The influence is 

wide in variety of the observed phenomena and of the physics 

mechanism. The present pictures in the confinement theory 

extend further and wider than those presented here. The 

examples in this article would be illustrative how strong is the 

impact of the electric field in the magnetic confinement. (If 

one also reviews its influence on the impurity behaviour, the 

impact is evaluated to be stronger.) In suamarizing this survey. 

Fig, 7 illustrate the mutual relation between the electric field 

and confinement. The research in this direction requires future 

continued offorts. 

Bas-id on these present progresses, the comprehensive study 

which unifies theories on the static electric field structure and 

on the fluctuations will make a considerable progress in the near 

future. In promoting such studies, the theories are not only 

improved through the test with experimental observations but 

also inspired by inspecting experimental observations. The 

experiments using the method of the heavy ion beam probes have 

contributed significantly and uniquely to test these thinking 

quantitatively, or to create these modern plasma physics. Thus 
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the establishment and elaboration of the heavy ion bean probes 

have been inevitable to the progress of the plasma physics in the 

fusion research. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l Radial electric field profiles are plotted for the high 

density case of CHS plasma (a), Loss cone boundary for the 

particle of W b=18keV is shown in Cb). For the experimental 

parameters, see Ref.[24]. 

Fig. 2 (a) Density profile for various values of Ju^/v^ Cfron 

0.} to 10) for fixed value of A Q. CA Q=a/A f l-Cj-a 2<S>/D 0: 

increment of An denotes the reduction of the edge neutral 

density. ) (a), and flow velocity C nornalized to v-j^pp/a ) 

Cb) Radial profile of the static potential corresponding to 

the shear flow, (c) Density profile for various values of 

AQ (3, 5. 10, 20) for the fixed values of »Ju„(=!). 

Fig.3 Schematic model relation of the gradient CVn, VT) and 

flux Cr, q) for the edge plasma, in order to explain the 

rapid change of the energy loss at the onset of H-node 

transi t ion. 

Fig.4 Balance of loss cone loss jv° and electron loss r e 

determines the radial electric field X= ePpE r/T^ Ca). For 

the case of A Csmall x np pn'/n), one large-flux solution is 

allowed. Multiple solutions are possible for the lediue A 

case CB and C), and the one snail-flux solution is allowed 

for large value of A (D). The resultant flux as a function 
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of A is shown in (b). The characteristic response in Fig.4 

is recovered. When the electron loss tern TQ is negligible, 

the ion viscosity-driven flux - r \ N C C s ) and r i
o r b l t 

(solid and dashed lines, respectively) determine the radial 

electric field (c). The function I*(A) shows the similar 

response as in (b). 

Fig.5 Model of the effective diffusivity D (D--l7Vn) as a 

function of the gradient parameter A/VJ (a). Transition 

occurs at points A and B', Two branches H and L are shown. 

The predicted oscillation, for given constant flux from 

core, is shown in (b). The profile of D at the two time 

slices (arrows in (b)) are shown (c). x=0 corresponds to 

the surface, and x<-2 to the core plasma. 

Fig.6 Local coordinates for the inhomogeneous plasma. 

Fig.7 Schematic diagram between the radial electric field/ 

rotation, the radial current, anomalous transport, and 

plasma fluxes. 
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